"I'm pro-heterosexua!.... I'm not
against them doing what they want
to do as long as it's not hurting anybody else and they're not forcing it
upon me. I don't need them to put
it in my face, or, pardon the pun, up
my ass about it." It makes a little
more sense now why Axl put these
two phrases together: they've invaded the country, and you know
where they're heading next.
Finally, to explain the word "nigger," Axl tries to rewrite the dictionary. "The word 'nigger' doesn't
necessarily mean black. Doesn't
John Lennon have a song called
'Woman Is the Nigger of the World'?"
Bums and posers: A similar
angle is taken by G n' R guitarist
Slash in an August letter to the metal
magazine Rip. which also lets Guns
n' Roses escape without editorial
comment. Slash tries to persuade
Rip readers that they used the word
to describe "a low-grade, lazy individual," of any racial or ethnic group.
He writes, "It's a drag that some assChildren of the Left
Directed by Eric Stange

By Karen Rosenberg
1)10X7 KNOW THAT COL'N'TRY JOK
McDonald's parents were once
Communist Party members
until 1 saw Eric Stange's
documentary Children of the Left
For good reason, it turns out: the
singer hadn't~ spoken in public before

I

how many continuities in American
history would be clear if radicalism
weren't taboo, potentially damagin:
or at least an embarrassment in
much of the U.S. The refrain of
McDonald's famous protest song
about Vietnam, "And it's one, two,
three, what are we fighting for?"
won't sound the same in my head
now that 1 know he spoke not just
for many of his generation but for
some of his parents' as well.
The social documentary won't
die as long as there are stones to
be told that aren't taught in public
schools. I remember my exhilaration in the 70s, seeing and hearing
"union maids" and the Hollywood
Ten tell their version of the past.
The generation of the '30s may be
slowly passing away (two targets
of McCarthyism, C.L.R. James and
Owen Lattimore, recently died in
their late 80s), but that doesn't
mean its experience is soon to be
lost. It lives on, not just in newsreels but in families, in their anecdotes and attitudes. Even those
who have rebelled against their
background have rarely forgotten
it.
"The Cold War is only cold until
it hits you," recalls McDonald,
whose father lost his job and his
house after he refused to testify
about his political affiliations and
beliefs. We need aphorisms like this
one to unwrap the pre-packaged
past. And Stange has a good ear for
them.
Cost-benefit analysis: Who
knows, you may even develop some

hole somewhere, sometime, decided
long ago that the word 'nigger' and
its meaning was deserved by the
black race."
It's also a drag that Guns n' Roses
think that people hearing the word
"nigger" won't associate it with black
people. Slash writes, "Being part
black myself, I take offense at hearing the word 'nigger' as well." Presumably, this applies to hearing it
on his own record. Furthermore, Axl
makes it clear in Rolling Stone that
he's refering to "black men selling
stolen jewelry, crack, heroin and
pot." (Axl's beef with these dealers
is that the stuffs no good: "Most of
the drugs are bogus")
Axl's dictionary could still use
some work. So could Griffs, judging
by his etymology lesson in the Washington Times. "Is it a coincidence
that the Jews run the jewelry business and it's called /eiu-elry? No
coincidence." But Axl's Unabridged
is on top of the charts, while Griff's
has been taken out of print and fu-

ture releases in the PE series have
been indefinitely delayed.
To Harry Alien, "One In A Million"
reveals nothing. "The majority of the
people who buy that album have
used the word 'nigger' to describe
black people.... The statements of
Guns n' Roses, musically and
philosophically, satisfy the diseased
and racist tendencies of a diseased
and racist culture."
The fact that they're still willing
to address "One In A Million" shows
an understanding that they deserve
some reprimand. They still haven't
recieved it. The Gay Men's Health
Crisis did pull the band out of an
AIDS benefit. Beyond that and some
negative mail to their record company there was nothing—until Public Enemy regrouped.
Their press release, issued August
8, ended by saying, "Please direct
any further questions to Axl Rose."
RI Smith, apparently eager to make
up for "fanning the fire" under Public
Enemy, quickly seized the opportu-

nity to pounce on Axl in the August
22 Voice.

The rage gauge: One way to
measure the effects of a controversy
is by the extent to which its central
figures are harmed. By this measure,
Guns n' Roses suffered nothing but
a minor flap. Unless RJ Smith's new
column has an effect like his Public
Enemy coverage, the band will have
absorbed almost all damages to their
reputation.
For Public Enemy, it won't be that
easy. They are still facing a hostile
press, but more problematically for
the band, the potential that their
core audience will think they've sold
out. At the June 19 press conference.
Chuck D. was asked if getting rid of
Griff didn't simply mean he was giving in to outside pressure. Bringing
Griff back into the fold is the latest
scene in Chuck D.'s difficult balancing act.
Griff will now play a much narrower role in Public Enemy than before the controversy. His bigoted

thoughts appeared in a few newspaper interviews, while Axl has aired
his on radios, records and interviews
across the country. Chuck D. needed
to call a press conference to separate Griff, and some of his statements, from the PE message. But because Axl inscribed his message into
a G n' R record, with his bandmates'
consent, the two are implicitly
linked.
Griff lost his job, while Axl appeared on the cover oi Rolling Stone.
The music industry was outraged
and stunned by Professor Griff, but
allowed Guns n' Roses the opportunity to excuse themselves.
It appears to be a fairly clear double standard: racism in predominantly white (metal) music can be
forgiven, even when the musicians
stand up for their right to vent their
racism in the mass media, but it's
deemed unconscionable in predominantly black (rap) music, whose
musicians are required to forswear
it.
IH

Sokoloff remembers that in her
family some books were considered politically correct, while
others—like Gone with the Wind—
were definitely not. I'd love to know
whether she cracked the orthodox
classics, and, if she opened the
works on the parental censorship
list, did she confess?
J. Edgar Hoover probably believed "commies" brainwashed
their kids at regular intervals, but
the rest of us can safely assume
that there was a lot of range in the
amount of influence parents had.
Unfortunately, Stange interviews
no one who is presently a party
member. Eugene Dennis Jr., son of
a national party official, says he
dropped out in 1968, tired of being
held responsible for party policies.
(In fact, most of the parents of the
interviewees left the party sooner
or later.) But I gather that the small
American Communist Party does
contain some Red-Diaper Babies
and their parents, and their stories
are also part of the hidden story of
the left.
At slightly less than an hour, Stange's documentary only whets
the historical appetite. But as long
as videos like his have few venues
other than the one-hour time slots
on PBS, we are unlikely to catch
more than a passing glimpse of the
radical past. And as long as schools
don't teach the subject, a substantial part of these documentaries is
going
to be taken up with the basic
Director Eric Stange unearths a hidden legacy in his recent documentary, Children of the Left.
historical facts. Recent American
sympathy for neoconservative left's isolation and its penchant for calls developing a belief in racial films on the Spanish Civil War, the
David Horowitz as he describes the imagining another reality.
equality and social justice that Hollywood blacklist, the Old Left
colony of Communists he grew up
Stange emphasizes the benefits made her feel comfortable in the and, now, Red-Diaper Babies review
in: a Red outpost within a conserva- as well as the costs of growing up civil rights movement. Richard much the same ground. Yet cinema
tive Irish working-class section of Red. Joan Sokoloff, daughter of a Healey, executive director oiNudear can go far beyond the 101 level.
Queens. His father said the streets Massachusetts party activist, re- Times magazine, learned the excite- Will it ever get a chance to tell the
where they lived were named for [••••-••••••••••••^••••••^i ment of agitating from his mother epic of the American left, complete
realtors, so renaming them after
Dorothy, a Communist leader in Cal- with significant details?
(•]
Harriet Tubman and other heroes Stange has a good ifornia, as well as from his grand- Karen Rosenberg often writes on polibecame a family ritual. For Horo- ear for aphorisms
mother and the extended family of tics and culture.
vitz, that story shows the desire of
party members.
For more information on Children of
Communists to control and domi- that can unwrap the
How much politics each Red- the Left contact Newton Television
nate their environment. To me, it pre-packaged past. Diaper Baby picked up at home is Foundation, 1608 Beacon St., Waban,
poignantly expresses the American I . '
MA 02168, (617) 965-8477.
SSSiS] not altogether clear, however.

What's left out of history?
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Peru
Continued from page 13

"It was right then that the talks broke down.
The nationalization was a rash move to gain
popular support."
Garcia announced the bank nationalization in 1987. A year later the government
quietly returned the banks in which the state
intervened to the private sector. The nationalization led to the political birth of Vargas
Llosa, a free-market advocate and a visceral
anti-communist, who formed the Movimiento
de Libertad (Freedom Movement) to scuttle
the plan.
The growing power of the Maoist guerrilla
movement Shining Path, or Sendero Luminoso as it is called in Spanish, has added to
the country's instability. Peru returned to
democracy in 1980 after 12 years of military

NICARAGUA'S PREMIER AFRO-LATIN BAND

Luis Enrique Mejia Godoy
and Mancotal
U.S. TOUR • Sept.-0ct '89
Co-sponsored by Redwood Cultural Work,
Nicaragua Network and Witness for Peace

Call 415-428-9191 for tour info

rule. It was that same year that Shining Path
went underground. It has since been responsible for many deaths and an estimated $10
billion in economic damage.
When he came to office, Garcia pledged
to curb human rights abuses such as those
that occurred under his predecessor, Belaunde, and to combat the guerrillas with
development programs aimed at improving
the living standards of the impoverished
peasants in the highlands of Ayacucho,
where Shining Path initiated its armed campaign.
During Garcia's first two years in office
disappearances and extrajudicial killings declined. But the government's decision to
allow the military to bloodily crush a 1986
rebellion staged in three Lima prisons by
guerrilla inmates presaged the heavyhanded counterinsurgency policy followed
over the past two years.
Garcia promised that the officers responsible for the 249 deaths in the prison massacres would be brought to justice: "Either
they go or I go," he said. But not a single
person has been charged.
Path of violence: "The increase in political violence has come in the context of an
aggravation of political and economic
crisis," says Francisco Soberon, director of
Asociacion Pro Derechos Humanos (Aprodeh), a local human rights organization.
In a recent interview, Soberon said that
he believed the country faces the worst
human rights situation since the Belaunde
government put the departments of Ayacucho, Apurimac and Huancavalica under military control in December 1982. At least
15,000 people have been killed in the conflict
since 1980.
Since Shining Path launched its first armed

IT WASN'T HIS
DRIVING THAT CAUSED
THE ALASKAN OIL SPILL
ITWASYOURS.
It would be easy
to blame the Valdez
oil spill on one man.
Or one company. Or
even one industry.
Too easy.
Because the truth
is, the spill was
caused by a nation
drunk on oil. And a
government asleep
at the wheel.
Immediately after
the Valdez spill, the
administration said
it was an isolated
incident. Tell that to
the people in Texas,
Rhode Island, and
Delaware who have
all had to deal with
oil spills of their own since the Valdez.
What it comes down to is this:
As long as we are dependent on fossil
fuels and wasteful of the oil we have,
more offshore drilling and disasterous oil
spills are inevitable.
But together we can curb our nation's
dependency on oil.

We can shelve
Bush's plan to lease
the continental shelf
to offshore drillers in
places like Alaska's
Bristol Bay, Florida's
Coral Reef, North
Carolina's Outer
Banks, New England's Georges Bank,
and the entire California Coastline.
We can put pressure on Washington
to tighten auto efficiency standards and
restore the funding
for renewable energy
sources that Reagan
took away.
We can convince
U.S. automakers to stop pushing large
cars and muscle cars, and get back to
marketing more fuel efficient automobiles.
Together, we can put the brakes on our
nation's oil dependency before it's too late.

GREENPEACE

1436 U Street NW, Washington, DC 20009

action by blowing up a voting station in a ments. In late July most of the work force
remote village in Ayacucho in May 1980, the ignored Shining Path's call for an armed
guerrillas have expanded their activities to strike in Lima.
force the government to put a third of the
But although Shining Path has been unable
country's territory under a state of to generate a coherent nationwide following,
emergency, which grants political power to it has undeniably managed to wreak severe
the military and suspends constitutional economic damage and to weaken the counguarantees.
try's democratic institutions.
Besides its traditional base in ^yacucho,
In recent months Shining Path has escaShining Path has established a stronghold in lated its armed campaign. In an apparent
the northern region of Tingo Maria, where new strategy, it has targeted United Left acit has forged an alliance with coca growers, tivists, church groups and foreign developand in the central mining districts] It has ment workers.
Further complicating the situation is the
also made inroads into some shantytowns
in Lima.
appearance of death squads, believed reUnpopular movement: But the move- sponsible for six assassinations, an attemptment, which follows the Maoist doctrine of ed murder and 59 bombings, raids and
"encircling" the cities from the countryside, threats between January 1988 and February
is regarded as no match for the powerful 1989, according to local human rights
military and doesn't appear to have wide- groups.
spread support. A smaller Marxist guerrilla
In February the Rodrigo Franco Command,
group, the Tiipac Amaru Revolutionary named for a government official killed by
Movement, also appears not to have a large Shining Path, reportedly was responsible for
following. Government estimates are that the the Lima killing of Saul Cantoral, head of the
two groups have a combined membership miners union. Government opponents have
of 3,000 members, but others believe these charged that the recently named Interior
estimates are too low.
Minister Augustin Mantilla is linked to the
Raul Gonzalez, a Lima sociologist who death squads.
studies Shining Path, attributes their lack of
Though coup rumors have occasionally
support to their failure to articulate a clear shaken the Garcia government, the military
political plan. Indeed, Shining Path seldom seems unlikely to intervene at this time.
makes public pronouncements and has pub- Many analysts believe the generals have no
lished just a handy of political documents. desire to assume responsibility for presiding
Another weakness, according to Gonzalez, over the country's economic mess.
is that Shining Path has managed to establish
An indication of where Peru is headed will
support only among marginalized groups come in November with municipal elections,
such as poor peasants, disenchanted stu- which are expected to be a dry run of the
dents and coca growers. These links aren't presidential election.
sufficient to forge a nationwide alliance, acBut with the economy showing little sign
cording to Gonzales.
of improvement and the Shining Path's camEvidence also suggests that Shining Path paign encroaching upon Lima, Peru appears
a depnpning crisis |~1_
is incapable of breaking into areas where
people are already politically organized.
For instance, a couple of years ago Shining Gregory IM. Heires, a reporter for the Waterbury,
Path failed in its bid to win support in the Republican in Connecticut, reported from Peru
southern department of Puno, which has for three years. He has written on Peru, Bolivia
strong church and leftist popular move- and Chile for In These Times.
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Use the Calendar to announce conferences, lectures, films, events, etc. The cost is $25.00 for one
insertion, $35.00 for two insertions and $15.00 for
each additional insert, for copy of 50 words or less
(additional words are 500 each). Payment must accompany your announcement, and should be sent
to the attention of ITT Calendar.

•

NEW YORK
September 7

THE NEW YORK MARXIST SCHOOL
FRIDAY, Sept. 7-NYMS presents the first lecture in
its new series, THE FUTURE OF SOCIALISM: Marxist
Theory and Developments in Socialist Transition,
Richard Levins, 8 p.m.
The event takes place at the Brecht Forum, 79
Leonard St. (five blocks below Canal, between
Church and Broadway). Unless otherwise listed, admission is $5. For information call (212) 941-0332.

»

AMES, IOWA
September 17-20

.•-.'•,

•

"Critiques of Capitalist Agriculture. Speakers:
Michael Perelman on Farming for Profit, S.K. Thorat
on the Green Revolution in Asia, Merle Hanson on
Progressive Farm Movements, Susan Mann on Patriarchy and Agriculture. For information contact
Tony Smith, (515)294-3341.

•

SEATTLE
September 23

»

The Seattle Rainforest Action Group and other cosponsors present The Lacandone Rainforest Project
Conference, "A Common Destiny," from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. at the Daybreak Star Cultural Center in Discovery Park. The future of the Mayan Lacandone, whose
lives are intimately linked to the land, rests with the
future of their rainforests. Although part of their
homeland is a designated biological reserve, much
has already been destroyed, and what remains is
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seriously threatened from deforestation. Conference
goals include educating the public about the Lacandone culture and exploring ways to help in preserving their forests. Bringing together the Lacandone
and six Northwest Indian tribes, this conference will
be a unique experience for the audience and the
Lacandone leaders, who have never before left their
forest homeland. Pre-registration is strongly encouraged. For information contact The Lacandone Rainforest Project, P.O. Box 95967, Seattle, WA 98145;
Lisa Dabek, (206) 547-2378, or Kurt Russo, (206) 6476258.

•

CHICAGO
September 23

•

Illinois Labor History Society presents "Writers as
Workers," a symposium examining the literary and
political significance of the WPA Writers' Project in
Illinois, which created the famous WPA Guide to
Illinois in 1939. Among the working writers attending
the 50th anniversary reunion are Studs Terkel, Margaret Walker, Maridel LeSeur, Franklin Folsom, Sam
Ross, Marion Knoblauch Franc and Dave Peltz. Topflight scholars Jerre Mangione, Alan Wald, Douglas
Wixson, Michael Anania, Lorraine Brown, Neil Harris
and J. Fred MacDonald will participate. The event
takes place at the Newberry Library of Chicago (60
W. Walton St.) from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. The symposium
is co-sponsored with the cooperation of READ ILLINOIS, a program of the Illinois State Library and the
Secretary of State, Jim Edgar. For information contact: Alan Harris Stein, Project Director, or Leslie F.
Orear, I.L.H.S. President, at (312) 663-4107.

•

ESTELI, NICARAGUA
September 23-October 28

•

NICA offers five weeks of intensive Spanish classes,
a political and cultural program, family living, and
community involvement. An educational, crosscultural experience in beautiful northern Nicaragua.
Some financial aid available. NICA, P.O. Box 1409-IT,
Cambridge, MA 02238, (617) 497-7142.

•

HELP WANTED

*

COMMUNITY JOBS, socially responsible job opportunities. Subscribe to the
only monthly nationwide listing, covering peace & justice, civil rights, unions,
consumer advocacy, organizing, social
work, and more. $126 issues. COMMUNITY JOBS, Box 1029, 1516 P St. NW,
Washington, DC 20005.
NATIONAL ORGANIZER. NISGUA,
Guatemala solidarity network. Promote, coordinate campaigns; mobilize
grassroots network. Solidarity experience, excellent verbal skills required.
1314 14th St. NW, Washington, DC
20005, 1202) 483-0050.
CATHOLIC-ORTHODOX BROTHERS.
Tired of churches fighting? Be a brother,
organized by Latin and Byzantine priests
in good standing, in California Eastern
Canada. Only devout, humble, unmarried young men, anxious for harmony
and understanding, willing to work,
study, pray to bring Christ's friendship
and peace to other apostolic churches.
Write detailed personals to receive initial
information to Father Walter Rush, Box
614, San Francisco, CA 94101.
CO-DIRECTORS. The Institute for Policy
Studies is hiring Co-Directors for three
new Working Groups: A New USA
Foreign Policy, Global Economic Integration, Democracy in the USA and
World. Send resume letter; references
preferably by Sept. 30 to: IPS, 1601
Connecticut Ave. NW, Washington, DC
20009. No telephone calls please.
Experienced 2-COLOR STRIPPER and
PRESS OPERATOR to join multi-racial
printing collective. Self-managed union
shop. Part of the movement for political,
social and economic change for 15 years.
(Experience necessary. Women and people of color especially encouraged to
apply. RED SUN PRESS, 94 Green St.,
Boston, MA 02130, (617) 524-6822.
Teamsters for a Democratic Union (the
rank-and-file movement for reform and
democracy in the Teamsters Union)
seeks an ORGANIZER. Recruit and organize rank and file: build local chapters and national campaigns: write

newspaper articles and other literature.
Strong commitment to labor movement
a must; experience as organizer or rankand-file activist preferred; computer
skills helpful. Salary low, but negotiable.
Benefits. Send resume to TDU, Box
10128, Detroit, Ml 48210, (313) 842-2600.

UNION ORGANIZER for AFL-CIO Union
Philadelphia. Job includes all aspects of
organizing: developing contacts, building organizing committees and running
campaigns. Union organizing experience a must (community organizing experience considered). Ability to speak
Spanish a big plus. Good starting salary.
Excellent benefits. Send resume to: "Organizer," P.O. Box 30034, Philadelphia,
PA 19103.

Oregon Public Employees Union, SEIU
Local 503, representing over 17,000 public employees, seeks applicants for FIELD
SERVICES COORDINATOR. We are looking for a dedicated, hard-working senior
staff member to help manage a staff of
51 USfield staff (.Position requires experienced unionist with solid background in
directing staff, organizing, negotiations,
politics, contract and general administration. Proven track record involving worksite action and worker empowerment
techniques a must. Long hours, hard
work, but potential in a growing union.
$2932-3500 per month; competitive and
comprehensive salary and benefit package. Send resume to Executive Director,
OPEU, P.O. Box 12159, Salem, OR 97309,
(503) 581-1505. Sept. 15 deadline. EOE.

Labor Notes, the newsletter of grass
roots trade unionists, is looking for a
STAFFER with some or all of the following skills: writing and editing, organizing
meetings and conferences, speaking,
fundraising. Labor movement experience desirable. Computer skills helpful.
Send resume to: Labor Notes, 7435
Michigan Ave., Detroit, Ml 48210, (313)
842-6262.

Oregon Public Employees Union, SEIU
Local 503, representing over 17,000 public employees, seeks applicants for FIELD
REPRESENTATIVE positions. Duties include internal and external organizing,
negotiations and contract administration. All serious applicants must be committed to developing rank-and-file empowerment. Salary will vary based on
experience; monthly range: FIELD REP.
$1891-2661; SENIOR FIELD REP, $27933229. Long hours, hard work, but great
potential in a growing union. Application
deadline, Sept. 15. Send resume to Executive Director, OPEU, P.O. Box 12159,
Salem, OR 97309, (503) 581-1505. EOE.

Fight Apartheid!
Support Nicaragua!
Engineero, Technician* Translators, Computer and
Health Professionals, Mechanics, Skilled Tradespersons,
Educators are urgently needed for both short and long
term positions i n Nicaragua and with the ANC SWAPO
and Frontline States. For information, contact:
Bertadey. CA 94703(415)6550838

IN THESE TIMES needs a part-time
phone person for our current subscription renewal campaign. $6.00 hr, 20 hrs.
wk. Some experience and knowledge of
ITT news coverage preferred but not
necessary. Call Bill Finley, Mon.-Fri., 10
a.m.-5 p.m., (312) 772-0100.

•

PUBLICATIONS

•

GAY COMMUNITY NEWS, Since 1973,
the only national newsweekly covering
lesbian and gay life and liberation. Each
week GCN brings you the liveliest mix
of news, analysis and entertainment
around, as well as a monthly Book Review Supplement and special issues on
topics ranging from new gay male performers to lesbian safer sex. 1 year, $33;
6 months, $20. GCN Subscriptions, 62
Berkeley St., Boston, MA 02116.

BOOKS. EXTENSIVE LABOR HISTORY
COLLECTION. Adult Education and
Worker's Education. Scholarly, trade,
many rare. Catalogue for $2.75. Lindsay
and Associates, P.O. Box 3177, Chico,
CA 95927-4193.
INNER GUIDES, VISIONS & DREAMS.
Send for best-selling how-to book. $7.50
complete. Free catalog. Path, 210 California Ave., Dept. L, Palo Alto, CA 94306.

•

PRODUCTS

•

CATALOG OF BEAUTIFUL CRUELTYFREE COSMETICS, TOILETRIES, biodegradable, houshold products, non-toxic
pet products, recycled paper and more!
Caring people would never use products
that have been developed through painful testing on animals. For our 36-page
catalog please send $1.00 to Ecco Bella,
Dept. IT8-89,125 Pompton Plains Crossroad, Wayne, NJ 07470. We donate 20%
of our profits to help animals and the
environment.

•

TRAVEL

•

HITCH A RIDE TO EUROPE ANYTIME
on a commercial jet for no more than
$160 from the East Coast, $269 from
the West Coast, or $229 from anywhere
else. For details, cal AIRHITCH, (212)
864-2000 or write 2901 Broadway, Suite
100, NYC 10025.

•

PERSONALS

»

THE LONELY MAN in dire need of correspondence. Please write: Ricky
White, Camp 7, #62655, Parchman, MS
38738.

CONCERNED SINGLES NEWSLETTER
links left singles, nationwide. Free sample. P.O. Box 555-T, Stockbridge, MA
01262.
NATIONWIDE SINGLES PHOTO MAGAZINE. Send: name, address, age.
Send no money. Exchange, 1817 Welton, #1580-BA, Denver, CO 80202.
THE MAN WHO WOULD HAVE BEEN A
CAPITALIST...except he got caught...
needs a letter. Please write: Patrick Earl,
#20149-148, Box 1000-USP, Lewisburg,
PA 17837.
BLACK WRITER-POET in dire need of
communication correspondence. Clarence Jones, 87A7347, Shawangunk
Correctional Facility, Box 700, Wallkill,
NY 12589.
SM honest, playful, attractive, activist,
30s, fit. Seeks similar woman. Not a
commitment-phobe. Box 1989, NYC
10116. Photo appreciated. Also visits
Washington, DC.

•

INSTRUCTION

•

The CLAYTON SCHOOL OF NATURAL
HEALING offers Doctor of Naturopathy
(N.D.) program by correspondence.
Learn to practice profitably, legally.
Catalog $3. 1704-IT 11th Ave. South,
Birmingham, AL 35205. Please include
telephone number.
The AMERICAN HOLISTIC COLLEGE OF
NUTRITION offers B.S., M.S., and Ph.D.
programs in Nutrition by correspondence. Catalog $3. 1704-IT 11th Ave.
South, Birmingham, AL 35205. Please
include telephone number.
Postcards and T-Shirts for
the Ovcrqualificd!
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This publication
is available
in microform
from University
Microfilms
International.
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Call toll-free 800-521-3044. In Michigan.
Alaska and Hawaii call collect 313-761-4700. Or
mail inquiry to: University Microfilms International.
300 North Zeeb Road. Ann Arbor. Ml 48106.

Philosophy, psychology, cats, American
Leftists (gulp!) and much more
lampooned by Jennifer Berman.

LIFE IN HELL

For your almost free catalog of goodies.
please send 75c in stamps to:
Humerus Cartoons "Jennifer Berman
P.O. Box 6614 • Evanston, IL • 60204-6614
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CASA NICARAGUENSE DE ESPANOL

WHAT DO !/OU VANT ON VOUR TOMBSTONE?
I PLWTO
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Show Off Your Bod Attitude With ,\
ASPANISH LANGUAGE, POLITICAL & CULTURAL
STUDY CENTER IN MANAGUA, NICARAGUA

BONGO T-SHIRT

•Study Spanish four hours daily at all levels
• Live with a Nicaraguan family
• Meet with representatives from government
institutions and mass organizations
• Visit cooperatives, community projects and
attend cullural events
• Year-round sessions
• CNE is in need of ESL teachers
>,.,
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FormoreinformationsendS.A.S.E.to:
CNE, 2330 W. Third St., Ste. 4
Los Angeles, CA 90057
(213)386-8077

IN THESE TIMES Classified Ads Grab Attention
Word Rates:

Display Inch Rates:

900 per word /1 or 2 issues

$30 per inch /1 or 2 issues

800 per word / 3-5 issues

$28 per inch / 3-5 issues

750 per word / 6-9 issues

$26 per inch / 6-9 issues

700 per word /10-19 issues

$24 per inch /10-19 issues

600 per word / 20 or more issues

$22 per inch / 20 or more issues

All classified ads must be prepaid. Ad deadline is Friday, 12 days before the date of publication.
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cated chamber piece, hailing Soderbergh as
a cross between Eric Rohmer and Woody
Alien. Nine distributors immediately bid for
its domestic release.
,
It was the first sign that s§x, lies and videotape had metamorphosed ;into something
other than a film, propelling Soderbergh into
the realm of stardom. It was here that things
got bizarre. Besieged by outrageous requests, Soderbergh began to feel like Sandy
Bates, the deeply autobiographical director
Woody Alien played in Stardust Memories.
The film is being distributed by the savvy
New York-based Miramax, whose other films
include Errol Morris' The Thin Blue Line, the
controversial British hit5canc/a/and Bille August's 1988 Palme d'Or winner, Pelle the Conqueror. Soderbergh's concerns that the film
couldn't live up to its advance billing were
assuaged by the opening numbers it posted
in New York and Los Angeles, where it set
three-day box-office records.
Sex, lies and videotape (all lowercase, says
Soderbergh, because "it looks better, and
the film seems like a lowercase movie to me")
is a funny, searingly dark portrait of a Southern yuppie couple's disintegration. Ann
(Andie McDowell) is uptight, frigid and thinks
sex is overrated; her husband John (Peter
Callagher) is an inveterate womanizer and
liar having a torrid affair with Ann's sultry
younger sister Cynthia (Laura San Ciacomo),
an artist who supports herself by tending bar
in a sleazy dive. This highly deceptive, precarious triangle is shaken up by the arrival of
Graham (James Spader), John's former college roommate unseen in nine years. An
enigmatic drifter, Graham shrewdly insinuates himself with Cynthia and Ann, in no
By Patrick Z. McGavin
time learning their private, painful secrets.
Soderbergh doesn't seem terribly surHE ONCE-THRIVING INDEPENDENT AMERICAN prised when you tell him how polished his
first film comes off. "Well, I've had practice.
cinema is gasping for air, drained of
life by the studios' market domi- I made a lot of short films, and particularly
nance. The indie movement has the last short film I made [Winston] was very
much a warmup for this, very similar in tone
been left reeling in the wake of John Cassaand content and style. You could tack it onto
vetes' death, Robert Altman's work stoppage
and the studio defections of Spike Lee, the opening of sex, lies and it would go right
George Romero and John Sayles. This situa- across, form a smooth transition." Though
he's an obsessive film buff, he avoided approtion underscores the need for Steven Soderpriating other films. "I decided early on that
bergh, whose dramatic ascent is a vital tonic
I didn't want to make films about other films.
for independent filmmaking.
One
of the things objectively ! can look at
Soderbergh's spectacular arrival occasionsex,
lies
and say, there are no references to
ed a torrent of hype and adulation. The praise
other
films.
It's just not a movie about other
is justified by the eagerly awaited national
movies.
I
wanted
it to be very unobtrusive
release of Soderbergh's first feature, sex, lies
in
its
style."
and videotape, which he wrote, directed and
Soderbergh secured the financing from
edited. A late entry into the official competiRCA/Columbia
Pictures Home Video, shot on
tion at the Cannes film festival in May, the
location
in
Baton
Rouge, La., for five weeks
film walked off with three major awards:
and,
despite
the
modest
$1.2 million budget,
Palme d'Or, Best Actor for James Spader and
;
insists
that
"the
film
wouldn't
have been any
the international critics' prize. At the preposbetter
if
it
cost
any
more.
It
may
have been
terous age of 26, Soderbergh became the
worse,
actually."
Soderbergh
wrote
the film's
youngest director ever to win the Palme d'Or.
original'draft
in
eight
days,
driving
from
Stunned by the news, he accepted his laurels
Louisiana
to
Los
Angeles.
"I
tend
to
write
: in mock jest, declaring, "I guess it's all downquickly, but never that quickly. I've never
hill from here."
had anything fall on me like that, either beHe wasn't joking. "That's what was going
fore
or since. It was a unique set of cirI through my mind," Soderbergh said in a recumstances
that I had gone through that led
cent interview. "I've been set up. I will have
a footnote in film history as being the person
who peaked at 26. That's really what I felt at
; the time, like why are you doing this to me?
I Now I feel like I can relax. I can't beat that,
; so why try? In a sense, it is downhill from
i there, and that's O.K. I've been vindicated
; by someone other than myself."
[ The fame game: In truth, the film's electric
• reputation was secured before Cannes.
j When a working print (xeroxed title cards
I and a temporary sound mix) was unveiled
I last January at the U.S. Film Festival in Park
*City, Utah, people flocked to this sophisti-

where
the
truth

ies

T

Filmmaker
Steven Soderbergh
talks about his
big-time little movie,
sex, lies and videotape.
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me to write it. I never considered it to be
possible film material."
The finished script wasn't significantly altered from the original. "Structurally, it's the
same. The tone changed a little. The first draft
was pretty angry, a lot of it aimed inwardly,"
Soderbergh said. "The initial responses... to
the script were always strong, whether they
were positive or negative. The people who
got involved with the project believed it was
going to affect people, and it just stuck out
because there were some people who really
loathed it. It just seemed to grab people."
A real grabber: Driven and intense, Soderbergh is extremely confident. His brutally
frank assessments of Hollywood have upset
some powerful industry brokers. In the nownotorious interview he gave to Terri Minsky
in the May 18 Rolling Stone, he called the
influential producers Don Simpson and Jerry
Bruckheimer "slime, just barely passing for
humans." But even more upsetting, for
some, was the manner whereby he unburdened himself during the interview, revealing intimate, private demons that eventually
serve as the basis for sex, lies and videotape.
"I regretted a lot of stuff I said in that article," he says. "The Simpson-Bruckheimer
thing was just stupid in that I should know
better than to slag people I've never met.
When I saw the opening paragraph the floor
opened up in front of me. That and some of
the personal stuff—I was distressed I said a
lot of it because it was hard on other people.
Unfortunately, this was the only process of
making a film that I haven't been through,
and so I have to learn about it."

*
* *
Even though Soderbergh remains the quintessential outsider, studio executives are
breaking down his door. He recently moved
back to Charlottesville, Va., where he's
sequestered himself to finish his script of The
Last Ship, William Brinkley's epic World War
III novel about men and women who survive
a nuclear holocaust. Sydney Pollack will produce the film, with Soderbergh writing and
directing. "I won't even know how much it's
going to cost until I turn in a script." He's
also committed to do A.E. Hotchner's
memoirs, King of the Hill, for Robert Redford's Sundance Institute.
Not bad for a guy who never attended college, who wrote six unproduced.screenplays,
including an ambitious musical commissioned by Tri-Star that was never made, and
whose greatest early success was the Yes concert film, 9012LIVE, for which he received a
Grammy nomination. He has gone to great
lengths to avoid the Hollywood fringe, the
cons and hangers-on along for his ride. "I've
gone to great pains to make sure... my social
life hasn't changed, the people I hang out
with and do stuff with are still the same. That's
where you can really get real screwed up.
Fortunately, it was never a problem. I think
most people sense that about me. That I want
to make good films, do good work and I'm
1
not compiling a list of all the cool people I've
met."
He even refuses to list his own influences.
"They're really wide-ranging. I mean, I have
very eclectic tastes. Every film sets out to do
something, and it either accomplishes it or it
doesn't. And that's my criteria, whether it's to
: entertain me or enlighten me." Of his own
career: "So far, it's worked out fine."
g]
Patrick Z. McGavin is a writer living in Aurora,

